INTRODUCTION
Natural Language and Databases has been a common panel topic for some years, partly because it has been an active area of work, but more importantly, because it has been widely assumed that database access is a good test environment for language research.
I thought the time had come to look again at this assumption, and that it would be useful, for COLING 84, to do this.
I therefore invited the members of the Panel to speak to the proposition ( These problems can be very intractable for individual data models or databases, and as the solutions tend to be ad hoe and specialised, the issues are essentially diversions from research on more pervasive language phenomena and functions, and hence on generally relevant language understanding procedures. This is of course not to deny that database access presents many perfectly 'ordinary' language interpretation problems.
The crux is whether the central interpretive process, mapping from language concepts onto database ones, is sufficiently like the interpretation procedures required for other natural language using functions, for it to be an appropriate study model for these.
I believe that much of the attraction of the database case comes from the stimulus to logic-based meaning representation provided by the formal database query languages into which natural language questions are usually ultimately mapped. The database application naturally appeals to those who believe that the meanings of natural language texts should be expressed in something like first order logic.
But current data languages, however logical, are very limited.
More importantly, they are geared to data models expressing properties of databases that are manifestly artificial, and are not properties of the real worlds with which natural language is concerned.
Third normal form is a property of this kind.
I do not believe that third normal form has got anything to do with the meaning of natural language expressions.
But the ultimate consequence of working with present data models is behaving as if it does. This is clearly unsatisfactory.
I am of course not attacking the idea of logical meaning representations.
What I am claiming is that the database application is an inadequate test environment for natural language understanding systems.
One argument for continuing with database query processing must therefore be that those mainstream language handling problems which do arise have not been fully resolved, so it is legitimate to concentrate on these, in what is a convenient test environment, and defer an attack on other language processing tasks. The second is that there are ill-understood knowledge handling operations triggered by and interacting with language processing that are not specialised to one contemporary computational task, but are sufficiently typical of a whole range of other knowledge processing tasks to justify further study in the exemplary database case.
Without wishing to imply that the database query function is all wrapped up (or doubting the need for much further system engineering), I do not think these arguments are strong, simply because it is impossible to disentangle general language problems from database ones, and database problems from current highly restricted data models and implementations.
Moore's example of time and tense illustrates this very well. Time information determination problems arise in database questions; but because of the database domain context, they are typically only an arbitrary subset of those ordinarily occurring, and require interpretive responses biassed to the particular time concepts of the database.
It may be that finding anything out about time interpretation, even in a limited context, is of some use.
~t it is surely better to consider time interpretation in the more motivated way allowed by a richer environment involving a fuller range, or at least less arbitrarily selected set, of temporal concepts than those of current databases.
My point is that to make progress in natural language research in the next five to ten years we need the stimulus of a new application context. This must meet the following criteria: it must be more 'central' to language understanding than database query; it must be harder, without overwhelming us with its difficulty; and we should preferably be able to make a start on it by exploiting what we have learnt from the database application.
But most importantly, the new task must have built-in evaluation criteria for the performance of language processors. This is more difficult to achieve with systems whose entire function is language processing, like translation, than with systems where natural language processing is required for the system's external world interface; but it is still possible to evaluate translation, for example, or summarising, reasonably objectively: the problem is the sheer effort involved. 
